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East Coast Pro Am Championship
May 8th and 9th 2009
Presented By

World Class Steel
Hosted by
The Old bridge Rifle and Pistol Club
Old Bridge, New Jersey
Description
The Pro Am Championship is a knockdown steel match that involves the use of props on most stages.
Most stages also require some movement while engaging the targets. There will be numerous targets per
stage.
Divisions
Open Pistol/Revolver (optics)
Iron Pistol/Revolver
Open Carbine (optics)
Iron Carbine
A competitor may shoot in two different Divisions per time slot; a competitor may shoot a maximum of
four guns- one in each Division in the championship, but the firearm used must be shot in only one
Division.
Stages
There will be seven stages. Most of the stages will have 40 or more targets. A “tie breaker” stage will
have fewer targets and will require no movement.
Ammunition and equipment needs and restrictions
Because of the number of stages and the number of targets per stage, ammunition needs will be
recommended at 350 minimum. Holsters are required. Magazine pouches are recommended but
additional magazines may be stored in pockets. Minimum ammunition caliber is 9mm. Maximum power
factor will be 150. No major ammo, including .45 caliber hardball, is permitted. Semi-autos and
revolvers of any capacity are permitted.
Start position
With the exception of the “Tie Breaker” stage, starts will vary relative to shooter’s position and firearm
condition of readiness. The maximum number of rounds in the gun will be 11 at the start; NO MORE
THAN 10 ROUNDS IN ANY MAG AFTER THE START SIGNAL. This is the norm for all stages in
the Pro Am Championship match. Revolvers of any capacity can be used and may be loaded to capacity.
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Tie Breaker Stage
The “Tie Breaker” stage will be a World Class Steel knockdown stage typical of the configuration used
at a WCS monthly match or at the WCS Fields of Steel match. The “Tie Breaker” start will be gun
muzzle touching the table for all Divisions. The maximum number of rounds in the gun will be 11 at the
start; NO MORE THAN 10 ROUNDS IN ANY MAG AFTER THE START SIGNAL. This is the norm
for all stages in the Pro Am Championship match. Penalties on the “tie breaker” stage will be as per the
usual World Class Steel knockdown rules. See worldclasssteel.com for these rules that will apply.
Scoring
Each stage has a PAR time that is the MAXIMUM amount of time allowed to shoot that stage.
Par times are set so that almost NO ONE can finish the stage. When the Par time is reached, the timer
buzzer will sound and the RO will tap the shooter on the shoulder to indicate that PAR time has expired.
Par time will be equal for all Divisions. To score, targets must be knocked down and stay down or the
RO may verbally indicate that a target is down. Your score on a stage is the number of steel targets that
are knocked down and remain down. Your final score is the sum of your stage scores. Ties will be
decided by the TIME (score) on the “Tie Breaker” stage.
Penalties
Penalties on all stages EXCEPT the “tie breaker” will be:
Overtime shots will incur a one hit penalty.
Shots fired from an illegal position will incur a one hit penalty.
Match Director Authority
There will be no calibrations or arbitrations regarding targets.
World Class Steel reserves the right to substitute replacement targets of their choosing for broken or
damaged steel. All decisions will be final at the Match Director level.
Prizes and Awards
Payout will be by the World Class Steel Lewis System.
All donated prizes, if any, will be by Shooters Raffle.
Entrance Fee
The Entry Fee is $45 per gun.
Each competitor will receive a lunch and beverage.
Each competitor will receive a promotional item.
An entry application is attached or can be downloaded from the World Class Steel website,
www.WorldClassSteel.com.
This match is limited to 200 guns, evenly distributed among the three sessions.
Session Times
Friday,
May 8th
at 1:00 pm.
Saturday,
May 9th
at 9:00 am.
Saturday,
May 9th
at 1:00 pm.
Each session will be organized to last no longer than 3½ hours.
A Division match can be completed in any single session.

